Supplementary material:
The Gold Standard Illusion

The International Gold Standard
 Popular in wealthy countries, 1870 to 1914
 Paper money is redeemable (exchangeable) in gold at a fixed rate
Ø Ex: 1 ounce of gold is worth about $20.67
 Lending is tied to amount of gold
 How specifically did the gold standard operate?
Ø Gold flows between countries to settle imbalances of trade
v If a country imports more than it exports, it runs a trade deficit
v If the deficit persists, the country eventually has to export gold



With lower gold reserves, the country has to raise interest rates
This might attract foreign investment and restore balance of trade, BUT:
o It can curtail lending and depress an economy
o Prices may drop and unemployment may rise

 Proponents hope gold standard will prevent inflation, currency

“debasement,” and excessive government spending

Key assumptions of gold standard
 Money supply and credit is linked to gold—you can only print

more money and lend with influx of gold (often from a gold strike)
 Prices should rise and fall based on the supply of gold
 Gold should be allowed to flow in and out of countries relatively
free from trade barriers like high tariffs
 Requires a certain degree of cooperation between countries

 Certain policies will inspire investor confidence and therefore lead

to stability and prosperity
Ø Currency should be redeemable in gold on demand and tied to another

currency at a fixed rate
Ø Balanced budgets and no long-term trade deficits

 The system is supposed to be automatic and self-regulating
Ø it works best when government involvement is minimal
 Context: Enlightenment ideas, Adam Smith, classical liberalism

How well did it live up to expectations?
 The historical record suggests that gold standard did not lead to

stability and prosperity because we saw:
Ø Massive panics and recessions – 1873, 1893, 1907, 1919, 1929
Ø Unemployment rates reaching 15-20% (very high)
Ø Frequent labor strikes (think Populists and other labor unrest)
Ø Wild swings in commodity prices, including devastating deflation

 There were problems of self-reinforcing feedback loops:
Ø Price decline > Wage decline > further price decline
Ø Customers withdraw deposits > one bank collapses > fear spreads >
customers at other banks withdraw > other banks collapse
Ø This doesn’t continue indefinitely, and it might self-correct…
eventually...but you have to wait a long time
v In the meantime, why not use government or a central bank to adjust prices

and employment? Under gold standard you can’t

Problems with the gold standard
 Countries often had to depart from it during wartime
Ø They had to print more money to finance the war (ex: US Civil War, WWI)
Ø Even during peacetime, the gold standard may have only worked because of
high tariffs
 There was an inconsistent supply of gold coming from mines
Ø When a gold strike happens, you get an immediate burst of gold into mints,
and then banks, which issue more paper money
v This means a quick burst of inflation
v But miners pick all of the gold that is close to the surface (low-hanging fruit)
v Spike in prices followed by years of deflation where supply of money does not

really keep up with growing economy (difficult for debtors)
Ø Deflation continued until there was a new discovery of gold
v This could take many years
v Gold strikes in Australia, South Africa, and the Klondike were unpredictable

More problems with the gold standard
 Countries using the gold standard did not always cooperate with

one another; nor did they possess the same understanding of how
the gold standard should operate
Ø Different countries had different cultures and histories with inflation
Ø Some political parties or countries might want to care for the unemployed;

others worried about inflation
v In many cases, there’s a trade-off here: you can’t do both at the same time

 The gold standard was an imbalanced, asymmetrical system
Ø There were penalties for losing gold, but no offsetting mechanisms for
countries that acquired lots of gold
v When a country lost gold, it had to curb lending, but there was no requirement

that a country expand lending when it acquired gold
v Thus, we saw gold hoarding in France and the United States

Still more problems with the gold standard
 Gold is a commodity like oil or wheat
Ø Why base a system of paper money on a commodity? As one prominent

economist said, why not back paper money with 1982 Bordeaux wine?
Ø Commodities like gold and oil are vulnerable to speculation

 The Gold Standard was a MAJOR factor in the cause and

severity of the Great Depression of the 1930s
 GS was not only cause—there were also tariffs, falling commodity

prices, war debts, and reparations that made things worse
Ø Caused the money supply to decline > price declines > decline of
output and economic growth
Ø It prevented countries and central banks from using aggressive fiscal
and monetary policies to manage an economy
Ø The countries that abandoned the gold standard the earliest were also the

quickest to recover economically (see graph)

Freeing yourself from the shackles
 In 1933, FDR raised the price of gold from $20.67 to $35 per oz.
Ø This is known as currency devaluation
 This was VERY controversial—some pronounced it the “end of

western civilization.” But it eventually worked. Why?
 Stops the debt-default spiral of deflation
 Raises prices, which benefits producers like farmers and manufacturers
 Can protect you from international shocks (devaluation has some

similarity to protectionism)
Ø You make your exports more competitive
Ø Once you’re off the gold standard, you can:
v Use Monetary policy to print money

This can reverse the fall in prices and encourage lending
v Use fiscal policy and budget deficits to put people back to work through public
works programs and military spending
v

Who wants to revive the gold standard?
 A small group of libertarian, fringe economists and cranks
 Almost ZERO ACADEMICS and those who have scholarly expertise
 Keynes and Friedman rejected it

 Those who believe that taxation and inflation are theft
Ø Yes, keeping inflation low is ideal for many actors, including wage earners and
those living on fixed incomes
Ø At the same time, 0% inflation is not desirable
v A moderate level of inflation—let’s say between 2-4%—helps debtors, encourages

lending, stimulates spending, and provides more flexibility for the FED
v Wealthy often get apoplectic over inflation, which eats into their wealth

 Billionaires and right-wing ideologues who reject the idea that

government has a responsibility to care for the poor
Ø This is 19th-century thinking
Ø Nostalgia for a bygone era that never really existed
Ø Why should they dominate the discussion?

The power of myth
 How could the best and brightest have been so wrong?
Ø Old ideas die hard
Ø Modern economics and statistical analysis just being invented in 1930s
Ø It was a very new idea that central banks should stabilize the economy and
governments should care for the unemployed
 Attachment to gold had a mythological quality
Ø People took it as an article of faith without evidence
Ø Nostalgia: a return to when things were once “great”
Ø It’s irrational, but Trump and Brexit proved these are powerful forces

Ø Political economy linked to morality – you were lazy and imprudent if you

couldn’t implement the gold standard
Ø Replicating Britain’s prosperity?
Ø The notion of a durable and stable gold standard is an imaginary construct
based on very little historical evidence

So why do we keep saying this?

Some concluding thoughts
 A stable economy requires management, flexibility, and regulation.
Ø It’s best to change policy when conditions change

 Difficulties of international gold standard bears a resemblance to the

problems of the Eurozone since 2008
 Can work well in theory but only if everyone agrees to the same rules
 Different histories of taxation, regulation, inflation in each country
 Just like gold standard, Eurozone prevents individual countries from

devaluing its currency > problem of deflation and unemployment
 Paper money does not need to be “backed” by anything
Ø US dollar works because:
v We can use our money to pay taxes (it is legal tender)
v Investors have confidence in the US political and economic systems
 Psychological forces are powerful in any economy
 We have had the same government since 1789

Additional important lessons
 Unlike purely private businesses, governments can:
Ø Take greater risks in many circumstances
Ø Spread out their risks among the taxpayer
Ø Run deficits to employ workers through public works (bridges, schools,
dams) when private businesses are unwilling to hire
 Assuming that capital can move freely between countries, you have

an option of one of two things: keep exchange rates fixed or pursue
domestic monetary policy, but you often can’t do both

Resources to check on your own
Who are the best authors to consult on this topic?
o Barry Eichengreen
o Liaquat Ahamed
o Ken Moure
o Ben Bernanke
o Michael Bordo
o Randall Parker

